PROJECTIVE

PLANES OF TYPE I-4: ADDENDUM
The paper 'Projective planes of type 1-4' appeared in this journal (3 (1974) , 335-346) without the galley proofs being corrected. The purpose of this addendum is to discuss a result which was to have been added in the proofs, and then to list corrections to the published version.
ADDITION
I am grateful to T. Storer for calling my attention to the following result, which he attributes to L.J.Paige. Since Paige has informed me that he probably did not prove it, this theorem must be regarded as 'folklore'. Consequently, I will include a proof.
THEOREM. No neofield of order n =-15 or 21 (mod 24) can exist.
Proof. Suppose such a neofield R exists. Since 3In, (1 + 1) + 1 = 0 by (4.12ii). Set R# = R -{0, 1, -1} and n = 24k + 6i + 3 (with i = 2 or 3).
We claim that R# is partitioned into 4k + i sets of size 6, each of the form Z = {a, b, a-1, b-1, a-lb, b-la) with a + b = -1. For, first of all a + b = -1, a -~ +a-ab= -1, and b-1 +b-la= -1 are equivalent, so each member of Z uniquely determines all others. (This requires (4.1).) Note that a=0ifb= -landa= lifb= 1, soa, b~R#impliesZ_R#.Thus, the sets ~ partition R#. If ]~] < 6, then we may assume a = b, a -1, b -1, a-lb, or b-la. These yield the respective contradictions -1 = a + a = -a, a 2 = 1; 1 =a(-1-a),soa 8= lby(2.7iv),whereas3~n-1;a 2=b= -l-a, so a 3 = 1 again; and 1 = b-1. This proves the claim.
Let R 2 denote the set of squares of R. By (4.4), [g21 = 1 + (n -1)/2 = 12k+ 3i+2.1fi=2then4~n-1, so-lCR2;ifi= 3then4[n-1, so -1 ~ R 2. Thus, IR 2 c~ R#1 = 12k + 3i -(i -2) -2i + 2 (mod 4).
R 2 c~ R# is partitioned into the sets R 2 c~ Z. If a, b ~ R 2, then ~ c R2; if a~R 2 and bCR 2, then R 2c~y,={a,a-1}; if a, bCR 2 then R 2nZ= (a-~b, b-la}. Let s be the number of sets ~ c R 2, so 4k + i -s is the number of sets Z meeting R 2 twice. Then IR# c~ R~I = 6s + 2(4k + i -s) = 2i (mod 4). This contradiction proves the theorem.
Several remarks are in order. Pankin [17] , [18] , rediscovered properties of the sets Z, and used them for (5.10) and (5.12). The preceding proof did not use planarity (i.e., properties (iv) and (v) at the beginning of Section 2). However, results of J. R. Doner (' CIP Neofields and Combinatorial Designs', Ph.D. Thesis, U. of Michigan 1972) show that planarity is essential if similar arguments are to succeed: without planarity, the desired algebraic systems
